
Question 1

In the graph  there exists a circle          . If we remove edge      , then remaining graph will consist of n vertices and 
n-1 edges, a tree in other words. Lets remove edge      as well.  We achieve an acyclic graph with n-2 edges. Therefore, the 
graph contains exactly two connected components: one that includes u, and one that includes v.

a)

Next, we need to prove that each component is a rooted tree, with roots u and v. (Separately for each component.) 

This can be done by induction on the level: Let's start with the component of u:

Base: all the neighbors of u are oriented towards u since its out-degree is 0 in the component.
Step: Each vertex w in level i has a neighbor z in level i -1. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis z is oriented towards the 
root (i.e, towards a vertex in level i-2, that is different from w.) Since the out-degree of z is 1, the edge (z,w) cannot be 
oriented towards w. (Otherwise, the out-degree of z would be at least 2.) Therefore,     is oriented towards z in level i-1, or 
in other words, towards the root.

This completes the induction proof. The proof for the other component is similar.

A path with n vertices and unique ascending edges.b)
                                                      
Phase 0 - n fragments, each vertex is a fragment
Phase 1 - a huge fragment made of all vertices from previous phase

The runtime of GHS will be at least        , if fragment of each consecutive phase will include exactly two fragments from 
previous phase.

c)

Such graph can be achieved, for example, as follows. Start with an unweighted n-vertex cycle               . Select an edge 
            , and assign to it the weight 1. Next, skip the edge              , and assign the edge             the 
weight 2. Continue in this way untill all the edges with odd index  are assigned the weight         . 

Next, go over the cycle again. Each other time you encounter an unweighted edge, assign it the last assigned value plus one. 
(After the second pass on the cycle, it has 1/4n unweighted edges, where each two unweighted edges are separated by at 
least 3 weighted edges.) Next perform a third pass on the cycle with assigning the weights 3/4n +1,...,7/8n, to each other 
unweighted edge. Continue with passes 4,5,...,log n, in the same way, until all edges are assigned a weight

The hypothesis is wrong. Lets build a clique with diameter 1, but GHS will have a runtime of     .d)

Assume a clique of n vertices with a lightweight path inside, just like in paragraph b, but this time the path consist of 
 

 

vertices. In addition, assume that rest of the edges have very big weight. 

In the first phase a huge fragment of 
 

 
vertices will be created, it will include all the vertices of the lightweight path.  The 

creation of the fragment will take     time. In addition, each CT for MWOE discovery will take     time as well.

Question 2

Since rt is connected to each vertex, we can use it as a super representative of all fragments. All messages to rt will include 
also an id of fragment.

•

MWOE lookup will take     time. Every fragment will send their edges to rt in     time, that will calculate the MWOE for 
each fragment locally.

•

Connecting of fragments is done in     time also.•
Broadcasting the identity of the fragment's representative over each fragment is done in     time. In standard GHS it may 

take up to                time, but since rt is connected to each vertex, we can send direct messages to each vertex 
   in   time units.

•

We will use a variant of GHS, that (similarly to the standard GHS) works in        phases:
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   in     time units.

   Comm(GHS') =             
Hence : Time (GHS') =                     

Question 3
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